
 

         
 
 

Balloons, Quantum & Co… : what else do we  
NOT know about China’s technology level? 

 
LAUNCH OF THE JEDI CHINA TECH RADAR 

at the Munich Security Conference  
 

EMBARGO until Saturday, 18th February  

Presentation at the MSC (Bayrischer Hof, Dachgarten) at 17.30 

Munich, Paris, Berlin, Brussels, Rome, Stockholm, Tallinn, Warsaw 

 
The “balloon” story is just the latest reminder of the technological Cold War between the United States 
and China, that strategic surprise is still a component of geopolitics, and of how difficult it is to rightly 
assess the real capacities of  Chinese technologies: from Chinese claims to have cracked the RSA cipher, the 
most widely used cryptographic algorithm online, to quantum communications or China’s space push – 
from launchers, Moon missions or the Tiangong space station, the only one next to the ISS.  
 

The harder assessing technological capabilities, the greater strategic uncertainty: the US decision to 
wait before shooting down the balloon, compared to the quick shooting of one another “high-altitude object“ 
in Alaska, seems to indicate that there was no clear playbook on what to do in case of such incidents.  
 

The world had over- or under-estimated Russia’s capabilities just a year ago. How well do we understand 
China’s technology level?  
 

JEDI opens a new dimensions of its in-depth scientific and technological foresight work by:  
• Assessing China’s technological level  
• Deep diving into some key technological enablers on which China is a leader, such as space, cloud, 

semiconductors, quantum and post-quantum cryptography.  
 

Key insights of the China Tech Radar (that will be published quarterly from Q1 2023) will be presented 
during an official side-event at the Munich Security Conference, as contribution to the analysis of where 
Europe and free societies could focus to keep or regain tech leadership. 
 
André Loesekrug-Pietri, Chairman & Scientific Director of JEDI declared: “Anticipation is critical to tackle 
the most important issues our democratic societies are facing. Next to our core mission of launching scientific 
and technological GrandChallenges, we are delighted to share our insights on today’s massive black box i.e. 
China thanks to our foresight capability brought by our large deeptech community, and our interdisciplinary 
moonshot approach. To give critical insights and anticipation capabilities to public and private sector leaders.“ 
 
Contact - media@jedi.foundation + on-site attendance by registration on the MSC portal 
 
About - The Joint European Disruptive Initiative (JEDI) is the European initiative for Advanced Research Projects (ARPA) with 

the aim of bringing Europe and free societies to a leading position in new and disruptive technologies. JEDI launches 

GrandChallenges to push the boundaries of science and innovation with a radical approach based on focused research, speed, 

full focus on excellence, interdisciplinarity and bold risk-taking. JEDI is supported by more than 4600 technology and science 

leaders from academia, industry and deep tech start-ups in 29 countries, is fully independent and is funded by committed 

foundations, corporations, individuals and public institutions. 

Follow LinkedIn and Twitter @eurojedi. More on www.jedi.foundation 
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